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Input to the meeting from Fritz Reuter 

Dear all, 

Due to an internal obligation along an international internal Engineering Meeting within the 
company I am sorry not to participate at the preparatory meeting in Geneva. I had previously 
planned to come at least Thursday. I will also leave at Saturday morning into holidays for 2 weeks 
walking, so this all would result in pure stress, therefore I have chosen this time not to be with 
you. 

I had a talk with Per-Ake last week and I promised him to write down my items. Here they are. 

1. Multi-lingual databases 

Germany has expressed support for the multi-lingual data bases.  We have recently had several 
national meetings where especially the items along 61360 have been discussed. Here the most 
important items are listed: 

a) How is the implementation status of the multi-lingual version? When will it be available for a 
public test? 

b) The final version of Donald’s tool (DET.exe) is required and needs to be publicly made 
available on the IEC Web site 

c) The test tools checking the result of Donald’s tool have to be made available on the IEC Web 
site. 

d) It is expected that at the end of this year 2007 or in the beginning of next year 2008 a vast list 
of properties will be proposed originating from the organisation e@class. 

e) ISO has developed a data base procedure taking the IEC data base procedure as basis. They 
have come to some minor modification -  I consider them as editorial - with the idea to have a 
common single data base procedure for ISO and IEC. Germany will come up with a document 
where the proposed changes have been marked in relation to the actual IEC data base procedure. 

f) Due to the expected new volume and due to the experience we have made with the amount of 
work associated with the ambient properties and the IEC 65 activities, we have come to the 
conclusion that in future the use of the database should be based on a fee which will cover the 
related administration work of the data base. We have realized that it will be impossible to manage 
the expected work with the available actual or (future) capacity of the officers. Therefore we are in 
favour that IEC should foresee additional staff in the administration of the database, funded by 
fees. 



g) I assume that Germany was the last year the most active national body, therefore a lot of 
experience has been gained. Germany has observed that not all items listed within the transmitted 
change requests from the NC to the Secretariat of SC3D have been formally initiated. Discussion 
resulted that, at least within 2 weeks a feedback shall be given to a proposing national body 
providing the reason which items will be come out and which not. For those not being initiated by 
the Secretariat, a valid reason shall be provided.  

f) Consequently Germany is not happy with the managing of forwarded change requests. It cannot 
be that solely the Secretariat decides whether an item proposed will be initiated or not. It is 
required that all items proposed from a national body will be tabled to all national bodies and let 
the national bodies decide. The Secretariat may decide to run such issues either via the normal 
database procedure or the extended normal.  

But it cannot be that items are not tabled at all, like e.g. the issue with the object reference 
designation or the terminal designation. These are items which are essential to be available for 
IEC TC3 and national bodies.  

g) Based on that experience, it is expected that in future along the IEC meeting each year  a 
résumé is provided listing all proposed change requests coming from national bodies (with dates 
of proposal, when initiated, their actual status, those not started given with reasons why not 
started). 

h) It has been noted that from the user’s point of view the IEC/ISO guides are of no practical 
value. 

i) Due to the result of item h), Germany is just developing a German/English user guide, merging 
the experience with the DIN data base, and the recent experiences with the 61360-4 data base, 
hopefully be presented at the next TC3 Meeting. For that issue the solution of items b) and c) are 
required. 

j) It has been found very counterproductive to list all product-class independent properties in the 
root. In the meantime the root class is (flat!) populated with properties, and it is simply impossible 
for a user to select those properties applicable to its specific product class. It is fact that not all 
properties listed in the root class are possible to be applied as they are partly excluding each 
other (e.g. the shape properties describing a cylinder are not possible to be applied for an item 
having the shape of a pyramid.) It is time consuming, to search required properties from the 
unstructured top root class. Therefore the properties in the root node need to be structured in 
such a way that they are practically applicable for a user and not following the sole pure theory of 
hierarchical design. As alternative it is proposed that product-class independent properties are 
clustered and defined as structured feature classes. From there a user can select all what is 
required and needs not to search all items in the root class. That is one of the reasons which 
make the application of 61360-4 difficult. Within the product –classes remain only those properties 
specific to that class. 

2. Reliability  

This item I have for discussion is a very serious one as it may have repercussion into 
confidence/reliability into IEC TC3 work. 

SC3D has a published IEC 61360-1 in which a style is referenced to an ISO/IEC Std from JTC1 
how to write definitions for classes and associated properties. 

Just in front of the meeting of the last SC3D/WG2 meeting, a discussion was caused by a 
Japanese member to change immediately to a style of writing definitions which is based on ISO 
704.  

This issue has been discussed at the last SC3D/WG2 meeting in Munich. To my understanding it 
has been resulted, that from now on all definitions shall be in line with ISO 704.  



It is now not the discussion now whether this proposed style is good or bad. I agree there may be 
better ones than those established by JTC1. ISO 704 is used within the ISO TC184/SC4 
community and not by IEC.  

I have the following concern with respect to such procedure: 

- A decision within SC3D to base all definitions on ISO 704 requires cooperation at least 
within TC3, and coordination with the persons managing the directives as within the valid 
IEC /ISO directives requirements are listed of how to write definitions. I have read ISO 704 
and be sure, ISO 704 is not at all suited to serve as a guide to users of how to write 
definitions. It looks like as being written in an internal circle of probably professors 
satisfying their own aims of writing definitions. This is also just one of the reasons that 
Germany is writing a user guide, as the ISO guys in the DIN-Organization have found, that 
ISO 704 is not a practical approach for users. 

- National bodies or other national or international committees have based their proposed 
definitions on the valid Stds as published in IEC 61360-1 and as listed in IEC 61360-4. It 
appears very strange  that - without having got any national feed back to that procedural 
change - the following activities within the validation group have been suddenly switched 
by the Secretariat in order to fulfil a single persons view in the Working Group 2, not yet 
been internationally agreed. There is a standard on which national committees have to rely 
on when putting forward change requests. National committees have done a lot of 
investment in writing properties associated with a change request , relying on the validity 
of the existing Stds previously they have been sent  to the Secretariat of SC3D (e.g. by 
Germany; by IEC TC65). It is simply unfair and neither good practice,  let national 
committees or technical committees working, relying on published Stds and procedures 
and then suddenly skipping the method and turning to a different one not being made 
previously public. Therefore in my different national and international functions within TC 
3, I strongly disagree with such behaviour. This item needs to be tabled at the next SC3D 
meeting as a method of bad practice and misusing existing directives. It is the task of the 
Secretariat to inform National Committees about such intended serious changes ahead in 
time for future Change Requests. NCs have the right to rely on valid procedures if they 
sent a Change Request and that the associated Change Request are run under the known 
conditions and not due to a single persons wish. If that single persons wish has been 
found acceptance by the majority of NCs when being voted, then and only then this new 
approach is applicable, serving as basis for future change requests.  

3. Blank Detail Specification 

My last issue is caused by the non acceptance of CR 10 (environmental conditions) and the recent 
decisions in the last meeting of SC3D/WG2 in Munich. The reasons for the non-acceptance of CR 
10 is caused by 

- Definitions not written according to ISO 704 ( see my comments before); 

- Definitions written independent of any product class. 

These items are interlinked with other projects within TC3. I like to refer to the meeting held in 
Eindhoven in July 2006, where the item blank detail specification has been discussed.  It might not 
be clear to some persons in SC3E that that proposed new Work Item is heavily supporting the use 
of IEC 61360. It was also concluded that a lot of properties associated with a product are product-
class independent. In this context the following had been agreed to be done: 

a) A life cycle approach for the use of properties will be established (under resp. TC3);  

NOTE - The related draft document has been distributed to the extended participants of that meeting. No 
comments have been received. The required properties are such described that they are ready for inclusion 
within the IEC 61360-4 repository. 

b) A proposal for a structure for a product description, independent of a product class (under resp. 
TC3); 



NOTE – The structure is ready. Before this proposal is distributed, it needs support from SC3D, as otherwise a 
different strategy needs to be followed in the planned series by TC3. 

c) Those structure clauses independent of a product class will be populated with a list of 
properties defined in accordance with principles established in 61360-1(under resp. TC3); 

d) Based on that populated structure, a technical committee or organization can specify a product-
class-bound blank detail specification (outside of TC3). 

According to the discussion in Eindhoven last year it was our common understanding that those 
product-class independent properties would be hosted into the 61360-4 data base.  

How do the outcome of the Munich meeting and the outcome of CR10 affect this approach? 

- It was proposed/decided (?) in the SC3D/WG2 meeting that each property shall be defined 
product-class-bound with all its consequences.  

This decision is in not in line with the decisions taken in Eindhoven. I do not support the approach 
as taken in Munich, as this approach prohibits a generalization of properties for its application in 
all or at least a variety product-class. The explicit textual referencing within a definition to a 
specific class would also prohibit the assignment of such property into the root class, as the 
definition of properties in the root class is independent of any subclass. 

It was settled in Eindhoven that the properties related to the blank detail specification are to be 
hosted in the 61360 data base, so that reference links from the blank detail specification could be 
provided to the relevant class entries. This was also foreseen for the environmental data , as the 
environmental data are a prerequisite for any selection of products . 

Therefore I expect the following decision before continuing working on the blank detail 
specification: 

a) Any definition of a property shall be independently written as possible; no textual reference 
within the definition to the associated product class. 

b) All properties relating from the blank detail specification concerning its use in the life cycle will 
also be made available in the data base; 

If that is not the case then all properties resulting from the blank detail specification will be kept 
outside the collection of IEC 61360-4 and need to be fully described as txt files in the planned 
Stds. Until now its was my idea that based on the outcome in Eindhoven, those properties would 
be listed in the data base 61360-4.  

 

I hope this will serve for sufficient discussion material. 

 

With best regards 

Fritz Reuter 


